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Streetwise Chicago Bus, CTA & Metra Map - Laminated Chicago Metro Map - Folding pocket &

wallet size metro map for travelThis map covers the following areas:Chicago CTA MapChicago

Metra MapDowntown Chicago Bus Map 1:20,000The STREETWISEÂ® Chicago Minimetro Map is

an invaluable tool for getting around on the city&rsquo;s public transportation system. Unfolded it's

the size of a legal envelope, folded into thirds it's about the size of a credit card, conveniently fitting

into your shirt pocket, wallet or purse.The front side depicts downtown Chicago with bus routes,

traveling east west and north south directions. Major sites are also designated.The flip side presents

the CTA and METRA routes leading into and out of the city connecting you with major suburban

towns and airports. This little map makes getting around Chicago, Illinois via bus or subway a

snap.Our pocket size metro map of Chicago is also laminated for durability and accordion folding for

effortless use.Â  The STREETWISEÂ® Chicago metro map is one of several detailed and

easy-to-read maps designed and published by STREETWISEÂ®.Â  Buy your STREETWISEÂ®

Chicago metro map today and you too can navigate Chicago like a native.Â  For a larger selection

of our detailed travel maps simply type STREETWISE MAPS into the  search bar.
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Publisher: Streetwise Maps; Revised 2006 edition (December 27, 2006)

Language: English

ISBN-10: 0935039562

ISBN-13: 978-0935039566

Product Dimensions:  2.7 x 2.1 inches

Shipping Weight: 0.3 ounces

Average Customer Review:     3.4 out of 5 stars       26 customer reviews

Best Sellers Rank: #1,399,441 in Books (See Top 100 in Books)   #30 inÂ Books > Travel > United

States > Illinois   #371 inÂ Books > Travel > Food, Lodging & Transportation > Railroad Travel  

#1090 inÂ Books > Travel > Food, Lodging & Transportation > Road Travel

'Don't leave home without STREETWISE.' --The New York Times'STREETWISE is an absolute

travel essential.' --Travel + Leisure Magazine'In a strange city, your sense of direction is only as

good as the map in your hands. The best maps to carry are published by STREETWISE.' --Chicago

Daily Herald



Been living in Chicago 2 months- this map got me up to speed very quickly. If you are going to be

living/travelling through the city, this map is ideal. I promise, the CTA isn't as bad as it looks!

Ended up using an app, the internet, and gps.

Too hard to read this plan and understand where you can go with it. They have better ones. I

thought I'd like the portability, but it was too hard to read and plan with.

It fit well in a pocket, but the information on it was too small and crammed together to be useful so

we ended up throwing it away.

Wasn't near what I thought was described. Didn't help me much.

way too small - I was expecting something different

Small, compact, and laminated map that folds and fits in a shirt pocket. I bought this mainly to

navigate the "L" and it works for that purpose. The other side of the map has city streets and bus

routes, and can be confusing and hard to read given the small size.

It is very helpful for when you want to get around Chicago but so small I had to use a magnify glass

with my glasses.
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Streetwise Manhattan Map - Laminated City Street Map of Manhattan, New York - Folding pocket

size travel map with subway map, bus map Streetwise Rome Map - Laminated City Center Street
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